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PERFORMANCE REVIEW PROGRAM – INFORMATION SHEET 

General Overview 

Welcome to our Life Choice Performance Review Program. 

I’m really looking forward to working with you all as we navigate our way through our professionally 

structured new performance review program. 

Whether you’ve undergone this type of performance review process before with your Managers in 

past roles, or you are having your very first review meeting, I encourage you to approach our Life 

Choice performance review program with an open mind and a positive focus. 

Reviewing our collective performance is essential in a dynamic organisation such as ours that is driven 

by very strong participant focused outcomes.  These meetings allow us to monitor our individual 

performance and take time out of our busy schedules to evaluate and celebrate our achievements, 

consider training or coaching needs and to reflect on how we’re positively contributing to the overall 

success of Life Choice through our workplace actions, team engagement and support of Participants. 

COMPLETING YOUR PERFORMANCE REVIEW  

 

Prior to your review meeting – please reflect on your performance and complete your document and 

submit it to your Leader prior to the requested date and time. 

On the day of your review meeting - bring along any supporting data, reports, Participant feedback 

or other relevant performance documentation for discussion with your Leader. 

You’ll see on your performance review form there’s a requirement for you to rate yourself against 

both your specific measurable KPI’s and also against how you believe, you have actively demonstrated 

and aligned yourself with Life Choice Workplace Culture Non-Negotiables. 

Rating ourselves isn’t always easy and as such, I’ve put together some tips for you to consider when 

you’re completing your ratings. 

Please consider the following key hints when completing your ratings:- 

• Consider and reflect on the past review period as a whole and then rate yourself according to 

how you reasonably believe you have gone against achieving the measurable outcomes.  It’s 

important that you don’t rate at this stage of the review process “where you might like to be” 

as we’ll discuss that in your meeting and you’ll also find areas on the review form for you to 

note additional training and support you may need. 

 

• It’s okay to strive to achieve a greater rating and we should all be looking to improve on our 

current achievements.For example - If you’ve met the targets, a rating of 3 is exactly where 

you should be rating yourself.   This rating represents success and you’ve met your targets – 
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it’s a good rating.  If you are going to evaluate your performance as a 4 or a 5, your Leader 

may well ask you to give some additional feedback in justification of this rating. 

 

Information to Assist with Completing Your Performance Review Document 

1. Key Performance Indicators  

Please use the Legend below to rate your performance  

5 4 3 2 1 

Exceptional 
Performance 

Consistently 
Meets and/or 
Exceeds 
Performance 

Meets Agreed 
Performance 

Mostly Meets 
Agreed 
Performance 

Rarely Meets 
Agreed 
Performance 

 

2. Challenges and Achievements  

Write a brief comment about key challenges you have faced and overcome as well as your key 

achievements in your position during the reporting period. 

3. Workplace Culture Non-Negotiables 

Creating a great workplace culture based on developing and maintaining relationships with co-team 

members, participants and their families is our individual and collective responsibility. 

 

Non-Negotiables Performance Standard – rating and comment 

Mutual Respect  

Reliability  

Punctuality  

Positive Attitude  

Professionalism  

• When rating your Non-Negotiables and how you interact in the workplace– be honest!  

Improvement and professional development comes only when we honestly evaluate how we 

interact with our Participants and work colleagues.  When rating please provide examples of 

your behaviours which demonstrate this rating 

5 4 3 2 1 

Is a role model for 
others when it comes 
to displaying and 
leading behaviours 
aligned to our Non-
Negotiables 

Consistently 
displays  and  
encourages  others 
to act in alignment 
to our Non-
Negotiables  

Displays the 
desired standard 
of behaviour 
aligned to our 
Non-negotiables 

Mostly displays 
behaviour aligned 
to our Non-
Negotiables 

Rarely displays 
behaviour  aligned to 
our Non-Negotiables 
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• If you feel you generally act in alignment with the Workplace Culture Non-Negotiables then 

you can confidently rate yourself a 3 and know that you are being an effective team member.   

 

• If you feel you’re a 4 or 5, then this is what we are all striving for.  If you are rating at this level 

then you’re a great role model for others to achieve the same commitment to our team 

culture.   

 

• Your Leader will discuss their ratings during your review meeting as well as providing you with 

timely feedback, you’ll also agree on goals for the upcoming review period and training / areas 

for development.   

 

4. Professional Development 

Consider what training, coaching or development opportunities you require to facilitate moving your 

performance to the next level or what additional professional development would you like to 

participate in to enhance your qualifications that will also add benefit to the organisation. 

 PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL MEETING 

 

During Review Meetings 

Whilst we aim to make this a positive experience for all team members, sometimes, there can be 

performance challenges that need to be discussed or addressed. There will be no surprises during your 

performance review meeting, any performance issues will have been previously raised with you at the 

time and agreed actions put in place. The performance review will simply review the support provided 

and your progress against agreed outcomes and or any additional actions / support. 

There may be an occasion where you or your Leader has a different view of the rating in specific areas 

of your performance or how your behaviour demonstrates alignment to our Workplace Culture Non-

Negotiables.   

Should your Leader have some constructive feedback for you or perhaps a rating that may vary from 

your own, I ask you to remember that we are a professional team that has agreed to be open to the 

giving and receiving of feedback.   

• You’re encouraged to speak openly and freely about positive improvement suggestions for 

your position, your team, our organisation and Participant outcomes, your experience over 

the past six months and the contribution of your Leader to your experience at Life Choice. 

 

• Our Leadership Team is committed to managing, developing and supporting team members 

to achieve the organisations’ goals and outcomes.  We’re open to your feedback and welcome 

your suggestions on how we can enhance our Leadership style and communication strategies 

to better support you in achieving your objectives. 
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• Voice your needs – what challenges and roadblocks are you coming up against in your role?  

What can we do as an organisation to support you in succeeding within your role?   Is there 

any training or coaching needs you might have?    

 

Post Your Review Meeting 

You will be provided a copy of your completed performance appraisal showing both ratings and any 

agreed actions in follow up.  Where they may be variances in ratings, we’ll discuss these and set a plan 

of agreed actions at the end of each meeting. 

Most importantly – if you have any questions, any concerns or just want to go through the process 

before your meeting, please come and see your Leader or the person with whom you are meeting. 

Thanking you in advance for your support and participation in the program. 

Kind Regards, 

 

 

 

Karen Owens 

CEO 


